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First-year university students participating in research projects in the
laboratory
Abstract
Research-based teaching is considered a cornerstone of university teaching. Nevertheless, international studies and
local experiences also evidence challenges referring to students not yet having the qualifications needed to engage
meaningfully with cutting-edge research. The present study focused on the student perspective, examining first-year
students’ perceived outcomes from working with research in the form of research papers and laboratory work in two
second semester courses Introduction to Chemistry Research and Biotechnological Project. The students have
answered questionnaires (pre and post), including questions relating to agency and the experience of mastering in the
form of both Likert-scale format and open reflections. Data is collected in two consecutive years and data from the
second round will be included at the conference.Students in the first round emphasised outcomes from meeting
researchers in an authentic environment and being involved in activities with a degree of autonomy. Challenges were
related to making sense of the complex theory at this early state of their studies and hence scaffolding and feedback
appeared to be crucial. Across courses it is discussed how each of the two courses contribute with a research-like
experience.
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INTRODUCTION
University students’ persistence when starting their studies in science and technology is
frequently discussed (Tinto, 2017). Persistence can be approached by theories about agency
(Jääskelä et al., 2017) and intrinsic motivation (Ryan & Deci, 2017) referring to competence,
autonomy and relatedness. Relatedness and sense of belonging (Tinto, 2017) refer to students
experience of being invited into a community of practice cooperating with peers and academics,
and is also about the content, i.e. from a citizen perspective. So, there are reasons to believe,
that being invited into collaboration about cutting-edge-research can affect persistence. Many
studies have examined research-based teaching from the perspective of the academic staff
(Visser-Wijnveen et al., 2010), and there is a need for more knowledge of opportunities and
challenges seen from a student perspective. The present study used the model from Healey
(2005), referring to students’ active involvement in research (fig.1).

Figure 1. Research-based education (after Healey, 2005)
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Healey and Jenkins (2018) emphasize that given suitable support and encouragement many more
students, and at an earlier stage, can be engaged in research-like inquiry activities than most
teaching staff initially think is possible. Inquiry-based approaches have also been frequently
discussed in chemistry education (Reid & Shah, 2007). It appears that laboratory exercises can be
qualified with ’small’ redesigns involving ’guided inquiry’ (authors, 2018). The present study
includes two courses “Introduction to Chemistry research” (ICR) and “Biotechnological project”
(BTP). In ICR students participate in two research groups in authentic research laboratories. Data
below refer to ”Growing one-crystal topological insolators”. BTP is one project, where the
students are initially doing experiments related to DNA cloning, followed by an open-ended
group project.
Research questions
• What do the students emphasize in relation to perceived learning outcomes,
opportunities for active participation, support from teachers and peers and experience of
mastering after participating in the ICR and BTP courses?
• In what ways do the courses contribute with a research-like experience referring to
theories of research-based education and a student perspective, respectively?

METHODS
The project operates with a DBR approach (Barab & Squire, 2004), with two rounds of data
collection. Pre- and post-questionnaires included items about experience of mastering and
course-specific agency (Jäskala et al., 2017; Trujillo and Tanner, 2014 ). The post-questionnaire
furthermore asked about perceived outcomes and challenges, i.e. from working with cuttingedge research. Likert-scale items were analyzed by frequency analysis and cross tabulations, and
open reflections by thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The first round of data (35 students
from BTP and 34 from ICR) is from 2019. Data collection is repeated spring 2020 after re-design
based on the first results.

RESULTS
85% of the students from BTP reported a high or very high degree of learning outcomes. They
referred to the experience of autonomy, and how this stimulated learning and motivation, but
also praised the guiding and scaffolding in the intro, and the feedback from teachers and peers.
They however expressed a need for more support in working with the theory. Comparing pre and
post, students from BTP had a high level of both expected and experienced mastery e.g. around
90 % in the two highest categories at the 5 point Likert-scale in relation to mastering the
experimental methods, however with a slight decrease in relation to explaining the theory to
peers.
In ICR 60% the students reported a high or very high degree of learning outcomes. They referred
to the experience of being in an authentic research laboratory and working in a research group.
But they also referred to challenges with the complex theory, and they did not express a feeling
of having been part of authentic research to the same degree as the students from BTP. This
could at least partly be explained by what was perceived as an “invisible cookbook “ describing
the tasks with no or only little openness.
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In both courses, the students worked with research literature, guided experiments in the lab,
data analysis and reports. But the courses were designed very differently, with more autonomy
at BTP than ICR. Scaffolding of the collaborative activities appear to have been determent for the
experience of autonomy and agency in concordance with previous research suggesting that
scaffolding of the inquiry-based activities can be crucial (authors, 2018). In general, the
experience of mastering was at a high level, but there were examples of a decrease from pre to
post as often seen over the first year at university (Tinto, 2017). At these two courses this was in
particular about understanding and using the complex theory. At the conference results from the
second round will be included in further discussion.
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